AT&T Conferencing with Zoom

AT&T Conferencing with Zoom is a cloud-based, real-time, multi-tenant collaboration and
productivity solution. The Service provides Customers with an array of collaboration tools
including content sharing, group messaging and presence along with audio, video and webconferencing capabilities. Separate Internet access is required to use the Service.
Zoom Meetings is an audio, web and video conferencing solution. Users can host up to 300
participants per meeting. HD Video, Data Sharing, Breakout sessions and a full set of
collaboration features are available with the Service.
Zoom Meetings are available in two models for the State of Wisconsin: Cost per Minute and
Named Host. Voice over computer usage is included in both models; PSTN usage is charged
separately under the AT&T Global Audio Conferencing service.
In the Cost per Minute model, usage is calculated on a per-minute per Participant basis.
Calculation of usage begins at the time the first Participant connects to a Zoom session and
ends when either the last session Participant disconnects, or the meeting coordinator
terminates the session.
AT&T Conferencing with Zoom telephony integration allows Registered Users to use Zoom Call
Me to dial out to join a Participant to a session, perform audio monitoring functions such as
mute, unmute, and expel Participants and view who is speaking. Each leg of an audio
conference bridge that utilizes the Call Me function will incur a cost per minute for as long as
they are on the audio bridge. The cost is $0.043 per minute per participant.
Zoom Named Host
Zoom Named Host licenses are purchased and assigned to individuals within an agency
organization. Each Named Host license has a monthly recurring charge which entitles the user
to host unlimited number of web meetings monthly, including voice over computer usage. Each
meeting can have up to 300 participants. PSTN audio conferencing charges associated with
Zoom web meetings are additional.
Zoom Named Host
Zoom Named Host, 300 Participants
Zoom Cost per minute per connection
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